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I. INTRODUCTION 
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Tn Australia, ntJ;,e limits f", imlu.,tria] amI "milar ,()ur~e, 
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techniques is descrihed in detail. 

2. NOISE CRITERIA AND COMPLTA'\'CE 
MONITORING 
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procedure is adequate where compliance issues are nOlcritical 
and/or where conservative assumptions have been made in 
calculations. In critical cases however, residents often demand 
that the assumptions he confirmed by actual noise 
measurements. Plant operators also prefer measurement-based 
conditions, because it allows flexibility in cases where, for 
example, actual operations may bc less noisy than predicted, 
or new noise control technology may become available after 
consent is granted.. 

Alternatively (or in addltion), a consent authority may 
require a regime of noise monitoring designed to determine 
whether the criteria are being met. Once again, monitoring 
traditionally takes one of two fOnIlll. 

Long-term unattended monitoring uses automatic data 
loggers, which are relatively inexpensive and easy to 
deploy. These may record only noise level index, or they 
may include method. for recOIding short sectioru; of audio 
signal, to allow later ldentification of the most important 
noise source(s) by an operator. Some monitors can be 
interrogated remotely via a modem, and thereby for a 
semi-pennanent system. Unless permanent power (mains 
or solar) is available their batteries need to be changed 
regularly. Aircraft noise monitors generally incorporate 
some form of event diserimination, based typically on rise 
time and duration, to assist in separating aircraft noise 
from other events. For other types of noise, such 
discrimination is much more difficult, so unless very large 
sections of audio signal are recorded, it is generally not 
possible to be sure that recorded noise actually emanates 
from the source of interest. 

• Attended monitoring allows more positive source 
identification by an operator, although it may still not 
permit a confident measurement of the level of noise from 
a specific source, unless that source is dominant (over 
other noise sources) for at least short periods during the 
monitoring. This form of monitoring is necessarily short
teon, and hence may miss periods of high noise emission. 
It can also be quite expensive, particularly if mnltiple 
monitoring sites aro involvcd. 
Neither of the above forms of monitoring can necessarily 

provide an unambiguous answer as to whether or not noise 
from the source of intcrest cxcccds a specified criterion.. This 
explains the reluctance of eonsent authorities to rely solely on 
monitoring as a tool for enfo~ement of noise conditions. 

3. NOISE SOURCE IDENTIFICATION 
Separating a complex signal into its independent, uncorrelated 
component sources is termed the "blind source separation" 
problem. It is in principle soluble, and considerable work has 
been performed recently on finding computationally efficient 
methods to perfonn this task.. 

For acoustic applications, teehniques havc been 
investigated which aHow recovery of the complete time 
waveform of each source. Approaches which provide an 
unambiguous solution for spatia1ly-separated sources, such as 
that descn"bed by Choi [4], generally require at lcast as mauy 
microphones as there are possible sources. Alternative 
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techniques such as that described by Pearlnrutter and p~ [5] 
require only one microphone, but detect different components 
of a sound (such as tonal and non-tonal componentll) rather 
than different spatially-separated sources. Both these 
techniques require "training" of the system to converge on an 
optimal source decomposition, and both involve computing 
requirements which would preclude real-time use with 
current-technology systems. Nevertheless, they offer 
significant scope for future developments which would allow 
separation and actual "listening" to specific component 
sources, as well as measurement of properties such as the level 
and tlf\1.e-variation of the signals 

Another approach relies on detecting~ "noise signature" 
for particular sources. Some progress bas been made in 
identifymg particular types of vehicle in a traffic stream [6,7]. 
Variations on these procedures involve simple filtering of a 
signal to remove a known source such as insects, and detection 
of the noise signature from, for example, an aircraft in order to 
exclude this noise from monitoring results. These and similar 
systems however, depend on prior knowledge of the tempoml 
and/or spectral characteristics of all sources to be detected or 
excluded, and assume that sources of interest will differ 
signifieantly from others in these charactcristics. 

A technique developed by the author [8] allows real-time 
detection of the direction of noise sources and assessment of 
the level of those sources, using a three-microphone array. The 
system requires prior knowledge of the direction ora source of 
interest, but this is generally known in environmeutal noise 
monitoring. Each measurement includes all noise in the 
specified range of directions, including any extraneous 
sources which happen to be in that direction. Nevertheless, 
because the technique can be implemented continuously and 
in real time, it offers the pOllsibility of significantly improving 
the specificity of unattended noise monitoring systems. 

The following section describes the implementation of a 
large, permanent system for monitoring noise from an open
cut coal mine. The system incorporates directional monitors, 
storing of audio signals, and the possibility of obtaining real
time audio and directional infonnation from any monitor, as 
well as validation using traditional attended and unattended 
monitoring. It is believed to represent the current "state of the 
art" in environmental noise monilOring, and points toward 
~future directions and possibilities. 

4. NOISE MONITORING AT MOUNT 
ARTHUR NORTH COAL MINE 

Noise Requirements 

The Mount Arthur North coal project is located south-west of 
Muswellbrook, NSW. It includes an open-cut coal mine 
producing up to l5Mt of ron-of-mine coal per year, together 
with associated processing facilities and a rail loading point. 
There are isoluted residences YIlthin approximately 2km of the 
mining areas, and relatively dense development within 
approximately 4k:m (Figure 1). There are also a number of 
other existing coal mines in the area which are audible at many 
of the residences potentially affected by Mount Arthur North. 
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Figure! Location of Mount AflhuT North mine Bnd 
directional noise monitOl'S 

Figurc2 Adircct;onalnoisemon;tor 

The project received development approval in May 2001. 
anticipated. envirolll1lcntal noise was a major is~lIt: during the 

assessment process. Th~ relevant approval conditions are 

framed fundamentally in terms of compliance with criteria, 
rather than simply noise control measurcs to be carried out, 

although some specific measUI"l:S are also required. The 

criteria are expres!\ed as 

an L ... v _ noise level not to be cxceeded for mOre than 

10% of mon itoring peri(}(l~ in any ~ea"un. This criterion 

lO noise from the Mount Arthur North project 

a long-term L. .......... noise level (where "Jl"'riod" represents 

day, evening or night) noll" be exceeded by the cumnlative 
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noise from all indlL,trial wurces in the al"l:a. (The relevant 
soll1"Cesare large1ymin~s.) 

A noise monitoring program designed to test compliance with 
thesc criteria was approved by the NSW EPA. 

The Monitoring System 

The Mount Arthur North noise monitoring sysll-'111 serves three 
functions 

provision of data to demonstratc compliance with the 
above criteria, for inclusion in qtiarterly and annual 

reports; 

conli nuou> updates of recortkd noise levels over any 
selectable period, available on-lin~ at any time, to provide 
"early warning" ofpos,ible prohlems; and 

a real-time display and listening function to provide 
operators with immcdiatc fcedback on current noise levc!s, 
allowing: site operations to be altered to avoid potential 
cxceedancesofcriteria 
The major part of the system consists of four directional 

noise monitors, installed at locations shown in Figure 1. Each 
monitor consi~ts of three microphones located at a height of 
approximately 4.5m from the ground (Figure 2). The 
microphone output~ are conne<:ted lo a computer located in a 
small ,hed adjacent to the m"nit"r, wh ich perfoml~ the 
following functions: 

detects the direction and lcvel ofnoisc sonrccs once per 
second, based on proce~Mng of thc thrce microphone 
signals; 

accumulates the L ... noise level arriving from ~a~h five
degree increment of angle, and saves the accumulated 
levels evcry fivc minutes; 

accumulate~ non-di redional statistical noise levels as for a 
standard unattended noise loggcr, and saves every five 

savcs audio data in WAY-format files of any specified 
lcngth, at specified timc interva ls and/or when the total 
noise exceeds a trig,gcr lcvcl for a spccific<l length of time; 

on "'quest, provides real-time streaming audio to anothcr 
~onne~ted ~omputer; and 

pcrfonns an aulommic test of thc microphone functions 
oncc pcr day. 

Each of the monilors is connec led lhrough an 8Mbps 
microwavc link 10 the site's computer nc["llrk. Two separate 
programs, which may run on any computer on the network, 
can intcrrogate the monitors. 

First, a real-time inspection program can display thc noisc 
level and direction of sourees being detected at any monitor, 
the IOtal L"", noise leve l since the last logging interval and the 

L .... noisc level from sources within a specified rangc of 
angles. Hgurc 3 shows a typical display from this program. 
Simultaneoos ly, audio signal from the ~e l ected monitor is fed 
tll the computer's sound card. This allows an operator to listen 
t[) noi,e at any monitor, while tracking both the noise level and 
the di rection from ",ttich it is arriving. lfa source is identified 
as hoeing a,sociakd with the mine, and is creating 
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Figure3 Typicalreal-timedi.pl"Yshowingnoisel"""lvstim~ 
(uppe.-righl),instanlancou$sourccsdctc<;lCd(lowcrright)aod 
cumulative noise level by five-deg= segment>; (lowt'l' left) 

FiSU1'<' 4 Noise levds fora singlcday,showing toralnoi""and 
noise from a.')IeCified rnngeofangle., Wind-atfecteddataare 
,haded 

unacceptably high noise levels, corrective 3ction can be taken 
immediately, 

Second, an automatic downloading pmgram retrieves data 
from each monitor every five minutes, and updates a database 
of stored noise levels, This database contains a record of L.., 
noise levels from each of 72 five-degree angle incremtl1lts 
from eacb monitor every five minutes, as well as statistical 
noise levels, calibration readings and other information, 
Stored WAY files are also downloaded, and may be com
pressed to MP3 or similar formal and saved to disk. At pre
sent the database contains information from over a year 's mea
surements. Information from meteorological measurement 
slations at each of the monitoring locations is stored in the 
same database, to aHow exelusion of data affected by high 
wind or rain 

A third program generates repons from the database, 
oriented toward demonstrating compliance or otherwise with 
the mine's noise criteria. Figure 4 shows inronnation from a 
particular day, while Figure 5 shows results over a two-week 
period. 
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Figure 5 Recorded noise level. OV~ 14 days. showing the 
noise 1<",,\ from a specified range ofdi=tion. which is 
exeeeded for 10% of l5-minute time peri<Xb during the day, 
e>-eni ngand night periods 0" each day 

At Ihe time of writing this report the monitoring sysl~m 

bas been ins13l1od and running for over a ycar, dl.lring which 
timccxtcnsivctcstrnganddevelopmenlhasbeeneaniectouL 
Mine operations during that time have been largely 
construction-oriented. The effectiveness of the system in 
monitoring and controlling noise from full-scal e mining 
operations will be tested over the first six months of2003. 

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
l be MOUllt Arthur North noise monitoring system represents 
a comple)";, "bigh end" system designed to support 
perfonnance-based noise conditions of approval in 3 large 
project where noise implicatiOllS are critical. ldemification of 
th~ source of monitored noise is cru<;ial to its function, and Ihe 
use of directional monitors represents a large step forward in 
thi s regard. Equally important is the integration of noi>e 
moni toring data into the site 's computer systems, to take 
advantage of on-site distributed processing and infonnation 
diss~mination 

Based on this experience, two future trends can be 
predicted. First, "high cnd" systems will develop even more 
capabilities for automalic souree dctection. These would 
combine dinx:tionality with lloi;c signature profiling, and 
evenUJally "blind source separation" programs to 
automatically recover the full audio signal of each independent 
source. Wilkinson Murray is already undertaking some work 
on such combined systems. 

Sccond, source-detection eapabili tieH will become 
available in less expensive "low-end" monitoring systems 
designed for short-term usc. At present Ih~ majur hurdle 10 
this developmcnt is the power reqlliremenL~ uf computer 
systems necessary for real-time da13 processing. While a 
standard noisc logger can operate for several we~h from a 
battery pow~r sounx:, systems capable of complex number
crunching can only operate without mains POl'.'CT for les, than 
a day. Nevcrtheless, wherc mains power is available, 
directional monitors bave been used successfully in temporary 
installations. Recent advances in low-power computing may 
extend the possibilities for battery-powered operation. 
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Th~ auvent or reliable noise monitoring systems with 5. B. P"aTlmuU~r and L Parra, "Maximum likelih(Km hlinu 
sourCG-dC1CClion capability should give regulators and of 
...,sidents more confidence that the noise criteria specified in 
consent conditions can and will be mel. It should also allow 9, 13-6J9 (1997) 
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